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Tacoma LED G9  3W max  IP44  Dimmable

Taking influence from gothic-style architecture, Tacoma marries 
ribbed glass globes and a statuesque metal stem, delivering 
a dramatic wash of light within both contemporary and 
traditional settings. 

VIEW ONLINE >

https://www.astrolighting.com/products?query=tacoma


Kappa LED + Epsilon LED Integral LED  3.4W + 3.1W  IP44

Streamlined silhouettes and a stylish matt black finish 
complement the surrounding architecture to provide essential 
illumination in a minimalist form.

VIEW ONLINE >

https://www.astrolighting.com/products?query=epsilon


Kyoto LED
Encapsulating a modern and minimal aesthetic, a cylindrical 
beam of light is set against contemporary matt black fixtures 
for a simple yet sophisticated bathroom lighting solution.

Integral LED  7.8W  IP44

VIEW ONLINE >

https://www.astrolighting.com/products/1060013


Mascali round
A new matt black finish delivers a bold contemporary update 
to one of our most popular magnifying vanity mirrors.

Integral LED  7.4W  IP44

VIEW ONLINE >

https://www.astrolighting.com/products/1373011


Sagara
A captivating luminaire in matt black, Sagara features a 
spherical glass shade that appears to levitate above the more 
structured metal base below.

LED G9  3W max  IP44  Dimmable

VIEW ONLINE >

https://www.astrolighting.com/products/1168003


Zeppo reader LED G9 + Integral LED  3W max + 4.1W  IP20

Combining the technology of a reading light with an ambient hand 
blown opal shade, Zeppo marks an evolution of readers, delivering a 
luxury design that breaks the rules of traditional task lighting.

VIEW ONLINE >

https://www.astrolighting.com/products/1176009


Enna surface USB

Simple in design with added USB capability, this sleek 
luminaire offers directional illumination while making a 
distinct contribution to any interior setting.

Integral LED  3.6W  IP20

VIEW ONLINE >

https://www.astrolighting.com/products/1058153


Edge reader mini

A fresh take on an original design, this neat and flexible 
bedside reader achieves perfect glare-free illumination in 
new metallic finishes.

Integral LED 8.7W + 3.4W  IP20

VIEW ONLINE >

https://www.astrolighting.com/products/1352025


Side by Side grande USB
LED E27 12W max + Integral LED 3.6W  IP20

The combination of a fabric shade with a fully adjustable task 
light completes this classic reader look. Enhancing its bedside 
appeal with an added USB charging socket, it provides gentle 
ambient illumination with quality components made to last.

VIEW ONLINE >

https://www.astrolighting.com/products/1406012


Apollo LED GU10  6W max  IP20  Dimmable

A modest lighting solution that is carefully considered and 
perfectly proportioned. Apollo achieves premium visual comfort 
with advanced functionality and architectural appeal. 

VIEW ONLINE >

https://www.astrolighting.com/products?query=apollo


Ascoli twin recessed

Exuding architectural elegance, smooth rounded edges and 
a trimless frame create a flush, seamless appearance to this 
modern and sophisticated spotlight.

LED GU10  6W max  IP20  Dimmable

VIEW ONLINE >

https://www.astrolighting.com/products/1286098


Ascoli flush fire-rated

Geometry and well balanced proportions achieve a 
contemporary feel with all the essential capabilities of 
a fire rated downlight.

LED GU10  6W max  IP20  Dimmable

Can 50 flush fire-rated
Integral LED  7.5W  IP20  Dimmable

VIEW ONLINE >

https://www.astrolighting.com/products?query=flush&product-type=spotlights


Blend
A new classic. Exquisitely moulded from high grade plaster, 
refined scallop detailing creates a unique shadow which is 
enhanced by the pure white nature of the material.

LED E27  12W max  IP20  Dimmable

VIEW ONLINE >

https://www.astrolighting.com/products/1439001


Parallel

Handcrafted from ceramic, the shapely silhouette appears 
to subtly bend, revealing a sophisticated curve that projects 
generous volumes of light from the top and bottom.

LED E27  12W max  IP20  Dimmable

VIEW ONLINE >

https://www.astrolighting.com/products/1438001


Mitsu table + floor LED E27  12W max  IP20

Designed with the hotel guest in mind. Featuring an 
interchangeable hand-stitched fabric shade, ambient and 
directional illumination combine to create a functional light 
with modern flair.

VIEW ONLINE >

https://www.astrolighting.com/products?query=mitsu&product-type=floor-lights,table-lights


Atelier desk
A celebration of seamless engineering, robust fixtures and a 
fully adjustable head achieve a timeless and industrial look.

LED E27  12W max  IP20

VIEW ONLINE >

https://www.astrolighting.com/products/1224061


Cone 195
Constructed from one continuous sheet of solid brass, 
intricate and precise laser cut detailing enhances this luxury 
design and delivers a pleasing uniform glow, providing the 
Lago with a completely new contemporary look.

VIEW ONLINE >

https://www.astrolighting.com/products/5018046


Cambria 180 shade

Soft and ambient, this low profile, shaded wall light 
complements both domestic and hotel environments, sitting 
perfectly alongside the popular Cambria ceiling light for a well 
considered, luxury aesthetic.

VIEW ONLINE >

https://www.astrolighting.com/products/5038007


Bayville spike spot 900 + 900 twin

Bayville Spike 900 (available in both single and twin spot 
variants) are used to illuminate and highlight different garden 
features, such as plants and trees, or ornaments and sculptures.

VIEW ONLINE >

Integral LED  8.1W - 15.7W  IP66  Dimmable

https://www.astrolighting.com/products?query=bayville+spike+900


Homefield pedestal

Created to instantly elevate an outdoor space and achieve 
an impressive and welcoming approach, designed to sit 
prominently upon pillars either side of a driveway or entrance.

LED E27  12W max  IP44  Dimmable

VIEW ONLINE >

https://www.astrolighting.com/products/1095036


Messina 200 twin + 200

Created at scale for larger applications, this refined design 
delivers a contemporary lantern with reinforced glass that 
tastefully exposes the bulbs within.

LED E27  12W max  IP44  Dimmable

VIEW ONLINE >

https://www.astrolighting.com/products?query=messina


Ava 400 + 400 coastal LED GU10  6W max  IP44  Dimmable

Bold and impactful, a simple cylindrical form mounts to the 
surface creating striking arcs of light up and down the wall.

VIEW ONLINE >

https://www.astrolighting.com/products?query=ava+400


Incline single + twin Integral LED  8.2W - 14.2W  IP65  Dimmable (twin only)

Crafted entirely from solid brass, acute angular lines deliver 
structural perfection in a small but striking LED wall light.

VIEW ONLINE >

https://www.astrolighting.com/products?query=incline


Jura single spot + spike spot

Neat yet robust, the solid brass finish delivers both structural 
integrity and a unique, timeless aesthetic, that blends 
seamlessly with any style setting.

LED GU10  6W max  IP65  Dimmable

VIEW ONLINE >

https://www.astrolighting.com/products?query=jura+spot
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